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Time-of-flight mass measurements of neutron-rich chromium isotopes up to N = 40
and implications for the accreted neutron star crust
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We present the mass excesses of 59–64Cr, obtained from recent time-of-flight nuclear mass measurements
at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University. The mass of 64Cr is
determined for the first time, with an atomic mass excess of −33.48(44) MeV. We find a significantly different
two-neutron separation energy S2n trend for neutron-rich isotopes of chromium, removing the previously observed
enhancement in binding at N = 38. Additionally, we extend the S2n trend for chromium to N = 40, revealing
behavior consistent with the previously identified island of inversion in this region. We compare our results to
state-of-the-art shell-model calculations performed with a modified Lenzi-Nowacki-Poves-Sieja interaction in
the fp shell, including the g9/2 and d5/2 orbits for the neutron valence space. We employ our result for the mass
of 64Cr in accreted neutron star crust network calculations and find a reduction in the strength and depth of
electron-capture heating from the A = 64 isobaric chain, resulting in a cooler than expected accreted neutron
star crust. This reduced heating is found to be due to the >1-MeV reduction in binding for 64Cr with respect to
values from commonly used global mass models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of nuclear structure away from the valley of
β stability is a direct consequence of the forces at work in
nuclei [1,2]. Neutron-rich nuclides are of particular interest,
since much of the neutron-rich nuclear landscape has yet to be
explored [3]. Recently, the experimental reach of radioactive
ion beam facilities has extended to chromium for neutron
number N = 40, where an island of inversion has been inferred
from various experimental signatures [4–9]. Trends in first
2+ excited-state energies E(2+

1 ) and ratios between first 4+
excited-state energies and E(2+

1 ) demonstrated a structural
change between iron (proton number Z = 26) and chromium
(Z = 24) isotopes near N = 40 [4,5,10,11]. This increase
in collectivity for chromium near N = 40, attributed to a
rapid shape change from spherical to deformed structures,
is further supported by quadrupole excitation strength B(E2)
measurements [6,8,9]. Nuclear mass measurements provide an
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independent probe of structural evolution which, in contrast to
B(E2) measurements, can avoid the bias to proton degrees of
freedom [12,13]. Precision mass measurements of manganese
isotopes have indicated that the N = 40 subshell gap has
broken down by Z = 25 [7]. However, mass measurements
have yet to extend to N = 40 in the chromium isotopic chain.

The N = 40 chromium isotope 64Cr is of astrophysical
interest due to the expected prevalence of A = 64 material
on the surfaces of accreting neutron stars and, therefore, in
the outer neutron star crust [14–16]. The trend in nuclear
masses along an isobaric chain strongly impacts the depth and
strength of electron-capture reactions that heat and cool the
outer crust, altering its thermal profile [17–19]. The resultant
thermal profile impacts a host of astronomical observables,
including the ignition of type I x-ray bursts [20–22] and su-
perbursts [23,24], the cooling of transiently accreting neutron
stars while accretion is turned off [25,26], and, potentially,
gravitational wave emission [27,28].

To investigate the open questions in nuclear structure and
astrophysics regarding the neutron-rich chromium isotopes,
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the NSCL time-of-flight (TOF) mass measurement setup. (b) Scintillator and photomultiplier tube (PMT) pair used
to measure TOF stop and start signals at the A1900 and S800 focal planes, respectively. Note that the delayed timing signal from the A1900
was chosen as the stop signal to avoid triggering on events which did not traverse the full flight path. (c) Schematic of the rigidity measurement
setup at the target position of the S800. The green arrow represents the beam fragments and the yellow spirals represent the secondary electrons
fragments produced by passing through the gold foil, which follow a helical trajectory towards the microchannel plate detector (MCP) due to
the −1 kV bias and magnetic field established by the permanent magnets.

we performed time-of-flight (TOF) mass measurements of
59–64Cr (Z = 24, N = 35–40) at the National Supercon-
ducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) at Michigan State
University. Argon and scandium mass measurements that were
a part of the same experiment are discussed in Refs. [13]
and [19], respectively. These new chromium masses show
significant deviations from the chromium mass trend presented
in the 2012 Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME) [29], implying
a different structural evolution along the chromium isotopic
chain. Our mass measurement of 64Cr extends the mass
trend of chromium out to N = 40 for the first time. We
employ this 64Cr mass in accreted neutron star crust reaction
network calculations and, due to the reduction in binding of
64Cr compared to global mass models, find less heating and
shallower heating depths than previously expected.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Time-of-flight mass measurement technique

The masses presented in this work were measured via
TOF technique, in which the flight times of ions through a
magnetic beam line system are converted to nuclear masses
by comparison to the flight times of nuclides with known
masses [30]. This technique was chosen due to its ability

to obtain masses for exotic nuclides at the frontier of the
known mass surface [18,31]. We employed the TOF mass
measurement setup at the NSCL at Michigan State University,
described in detail in Ref. [32] and shown in Fig. 1. This
setup consists of a 60.6-m flight path between the A1900
fragment separator [33] and the S800 spectrograph [34], with
fast-timing detectors located at the A1900 and S800 focal
planes, magnetic rigidity Bρ detection at the S800 target
position, and energy loss and tracking detectors at the S800
focal plane [35]. About 150 neutron-rich isotopes of silicon to
zinc were measured simultaneously over the course of ∼100 h.

The Coupled Cyclotron Facility [36] at the NSCL was
used to produce a 140 MeV/u 82Se32+ primary beam with
an intensity of ∼30 particle nA, which was fragmented
on a beryllium target to produce nuclei of interest. Target
thicknesses of 517 mg cm−2, for production of less neutron-
rich calibration nuclides, and 658 mg cm−2, for production of
more neutron-rich nuclides of interest, were used alternately,
keeping the Bρ of the A1900 and S800 fixed. Fragments
were transmitted through the A1900 fragment separator [34],
where slits reduced the momentum acceptance to ±0.5%.
A 7.2 mg cm−2 Kapton wedge degrader was placed at the
intermediate image of the A1900 to remove the high flux of
low-Z fragments, which would otherwise have complicated
particle identification (PID) and increased data acquisition
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FIG. 2. Particle identification plot of nuclei produced in this
time-of-flight (TOF) mass-measurement experiment, where the color
indicates the production intensity (counts per 100 ps × 10 ionization-
chamber adc units) and the TOF was not rigidity-corrected. Nuclei
located on the right of the red line had no known experimental mass
prior to the mass measurement reported here; 50Ca, 54Ca, 65Fe, and
69Fe are labeled for reference. The data are from ≈11 h of thin-target
production and ≈91 h of thick-target production.

dead time. The S800 analysis line ion optics were set to a
dispersion-matching mode to provide a momentum dispersion
at the S800 target position of ≈1%/11 cm, which enables
an accurate rigidity measurement. This ion optical setting
provides an achromatic focus on the timing detectors in the
A1900 and S800 focal planes. The full set of nuclei detected
over the course of the mass measurement is shown in Fig. 2.
Timing and magnetic rigidity determinations are discussed in
more detail in Secs. II B and II C, respectively.

The relationship between the TOF and the nuclear rest mass
mrest is obtained from the equation of motion for a charged
massive particle through a magnetic system. Equating the two
counteracting forces, the Lorentz force FL and the centripetal
force Fc, results in the following relationship:

Fc = FL,

γ (v)mrestv
2

ρ
= qvB,

mrest = 1

v

q(Bρ)

γ (v)
,

mrest = TOF

Lpath

q(Bρ)

γ
(

Lpath

TOF

) , (1)

where the Lorentz factor γ is a function of the velocity v,
which is in turn the ratio of the flight-path length Lpath to the
flight-time TOF. It follows that, in principle, the simultaneous
measurement of an ion’s TOF, charge q, and Bρ through
a system of known Lpath yields mrest. However, in practice,
Lpath and the ion optical dispersion used to measure Bρ are
not known with sufficient precision to obtain a precise value
for mrest. Furthermore, it is more practical to make a relative
than an absolute measurement of Bρ. Instead, the mrest

q
(TOF)

relationship is determined empirically by measuring the TOF
of calibration or reference nuclides [30]. The chosen reference
nuclides have well-known masses (�100-keV uncertainty),

have no known isomers with lifetimes comparable to the flight
time (∼500 ns), and are as close as possible in nuclear charge
Z and mass A to the nuclides of interest in order to minimize
systematic uncertainties [30].

Ultimately, TOF was measured for ∼150 nuclides, ranging
from atomic number 14 � Z � 30 and atomic mass–to–
atomic number (here the ion charge q = Z) ratio 2.35 �
A/Z � 2.72. The measured TOFs were in the range of
∼500 ± 25 ns. The event-by-event TOFs were corrected for
their Bρ variation due to the finite Bρ acceptance of the
ion optical system using a globally fit (i.e., fit over the full
range of nuclides) correction based on the measured position
at the S800 target location. The resultant single-species TOF
distributions for the Bρ-corrected data were fit with a Gaussian
distribution in order to determine a mean TOF for each nuclide.
The relationship between mass over charge mrest/q and TOF
was fit to the data on reference nuclides in order to ascertain
the calibrated mrest/q(TOF) relationship, which was used to
obtain the measured masses reported in this work.

B. Timing measurement

The method employed in Ref. [32] was used to measure
the TOF for nuclides in the mass measurement reported here.
Two BC-418 ultrafast timing scintillators from Saint-Gobain
Crystals [37], 1 cm tall × 1.5 cm wide × 0.25 cm thick, were
each coupled to two Hamamatsu R4998 [38] 1-in.-diameter
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) housed in an H6533 assembly
[see Fig. 1(b)]. One timing detector was installed in the
focal plane of the A1900 fragment separator, serving as
the stop detector (after including a delay time). The second
timing detector was installed in the focal plane of the S800
spectrograph. This choice for start and stop signals prevented
triggering the data acquisition system for ions which did not
traverse the full flight path. The signal from each PMT was
split. One signal was used for timing information and the other
signal was used to measure the magnitude of the light output for
position and Z information. To maintain signal quality, timing
signals were transported to the data acquisition electronics via
Belden [39] model 7810A delay cables. This setup provided
an intrinsic timing resolution of ∼30 ps [32].

Various combinations were made of the four PMT timing
signals, one each from the “up” (low-Bρ side) and “down”
(high-Bρ side) PMTs of the A1900 and S800 timing detector
setup, to create a TOF for each event, the event TOF, each of
which is discussed in detail in Ref. [40]. The event TOF which
was ultimately chosen to minimize the systematic uncertainty
in the final results is the “down-clock” TOF from Ref. [40].
For this event TOF, the high-Bρ PMT signals from the S800
and A1900 fast-timing scintillators were each used to start
separate channels of a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC),
which each had a stop signal generated by a clock. Each
separate TAC time randomly populated the full range of an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC), canceling out systematic
effects from local nonlinearities in the ADC channel-to-time
mapping, which are difficult to characterize and correct. The
random time component of the event-TOF timing signals
was removed by taking the difference between the two clock
times, referred to as TS3D−Clk and TXFU−Clk for the S800 and
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FIG. 3. Spectra employed for the clock pulse correction. The time difference between a direct time-of-flight (TOF) and a clock TOF (e)
results in multiple peaks (a–c) spaced by the clock period T = 40 ns. Narrow gates around the peaks were used to remove background and to
determine the clock pulse correction that was to be added to a given event. (d) Demonstration of the fact that events of an ion with a single
direct TOF can result in multiple clock TOFs. The random coincidences which are prominent in (d) are shown in (e) to be a small fraction of
the total events. Vertical structures in (d) are due to the fact that ions with similar A/Z values had similar TOFs, where the feature at ≈432 ns
corresponds to A/Z = 2.5. Black histograms in (a)–(c) and (e) are gated on events of 45Ar, the highest statistics isotope observed, while red
histograms represent all events.

A1900 low-Bρ-side PMT vs clock times, respectively. The
event TOF constructed from the clock-stopped time difference,
TXFD−Clk − TS3D−Clk, for a given flight time could vary by an
integer multiple of the clock period (T = 40) ns, since the
clock pulses came at random intervals with respect to the
ion flight-time measurement. The event TOF was corrected
for the number of clock pulses via a comparison to the
direct TOF measured between the two low-Bρ-side PMTs,
as shown in Fig. 3. An additional correction was applied to
each event TOF to account for the systematic shift associated
with an ion’s scintillator impact positions, which were ob-
tained from the direct time difference between the opposing
PMTs on each of the fast-timing scintillators, TXFU−XFD and
TS3U−S3D.

The event-by-event TOF for each ion was

TOFevent = TXFD−Clk − TS3D−Clk

+NdT + 1
2 (TXFU−XFD − TS3U−S3D) + toffset, (2)

where Nd is the number of clock pulses to correct for
(via Fig. 3) and toffset = 480 ns is an arbitrary offset ap-
plied to bring the measured TOFs closer to the expected
true TOFs, which differ due to the chosen delay cable
lengths.

C. Rigidity determination

A relative measurement of Bρ was performed using the
method developed in Ref. [41] at the target position of the S800
spectrograph, which was operated in a dispersion matched
mode [34]. This consisted of sending the ion beam through
a foil and guiding the secondary electrons generated in this
process to the surface of an 8 cm wide × 10 cm tall (where
the width is along the nondispersive direction) microchannel
plate detector (MCP; see Fig. 1). The foil was a 70 μg cm−2

polypropylene film sputtered with 1500 Å of gold biased to
−1 kV, which provided an electric field to guide electrons
directly from the foil to the MCP, the face of which was at
ground potential. The MCP consisted of two Quantar [42]
model 3398A lead-glass plates oriented in the chevron con-
figuration. Rectangular NdFeB 35 permanent magnets from
Magnet Sales and Manufacturing [43] were held coplanar to
the foil and MCP by a steel yoke in order to create a region
of nearly homogeneous magnetic field between the foil and
the MCP, so that the secondary electrons would follow a tight
spiral along their flight path. The secondary electrons were
multiplied by the MCP in an avalanche which was collected on
a resistive back plane, where electrons freely drifted to its four
corners. The foil was mounted on a ladder which also contained
a foil and a hole mask with a known hole pattern, shown in
Fig. 4(a), which was used for the dispersive position (∝ Bρ)
calibration.
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FIG. 4. (a) The mask with a distinctive hole pattern (5-mm hole
spacing) which was placed between the incoming ion and the gold foil
in order to allow electrons to be created only from certain locations
for calibration runs. (b) The image created on the MCP by electrons
generated from a 232Th α source. (c, d) The image created by the
electrons generated by the 82Se primary beam, where the beam was
tuned to four separate positions to achieve the mask coverage shown;
the low-gain corner signals were used in (c), and the combined high-
low gain signals in (d). Since only the relative position was relevant,
the effort was not made to achieve the exact 5-mm hole spacing of
the mask in the MCP image.

Ion impact positions on the MCP, and therefore on the
foil, were reconstructed by determining the relative amount
of charge collected on each corner of the resistive back plane.
For a single event, the nondispersive XMCP and dispersive YMCP

positions of an ion at the foil were given by

XMCP = UR + LR − UL − LL

UL + UR + LL + LR
,

YMCP = UL + UR − LL − LR

UL + UR + LL + LR
, (3)

where UL, UR, LL, and LR are the charges collected on the
upper left, upper right, lower left, and lower right corners,
respectively, of the MCP back plane. Each corner signal was
split and sent through low- and high-gain amplifications, which
were optimum for positions close to and far from a given
corner, respectively. In practice, the positions reconstructed
from the low-gain amplification were of comparable quality
to the combined-gain positions, as shown in Fig. 4, and so the
low-gain corner signals were used for the final MCP position
determination. The achieved position resolution was σ ≈ 0.5
mm and σ ≈ 1.0 mm for secondary electrons generated by
a 228Th α source and an 82Se primary beam, respectively,
where the lower resolution for the primary beam was due to
the higher initial kinetic energy of the secondary electrons [44]
and, therefore, larger cyclotron radius [45,46].

FIG. 5. Demonstration of the correlation between high-energy-
loss (�E) PID events and the microchannel plate (MCP) nondis-
persive position. Left: A subset of the PID-containing isotopes of
calcium, scandium, and titanium, where “main” events are within the
purple boxes and “top-hat” events are within the dashed red boxes.
Right: The location of the main (purple dots) and top-hat (red dots)
events on the MCP; it is clear that the relatively high-�E events
corresponded to larger nondispersive positions.

In addition to providing a relative measure of Bρ, the MCP
position measurements were used to identify scattering on
a collimator upstream of the foil that was used to protect the
MCP during beam tuning. Scattering on the collimator reduced
the energy of the scattered fragment, resulting in an increased
energy loss in the S800 focal-plane ionization chamber that
was used for PID. These scattered events added a “top hat”
feature above the “main” (nonscattered) events in the PID,
as shown in Fig. 5. A position gate, XMCP < −11 mm, was
applied to remove scattered events from the analysis.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Rigidity correction

Due to the accepted momentum spread of ±0.5%, a rigidity
correction was required to remove the momentum dependence
from the measured TOF spectra. The Bρ correction was
first determined individually for each nuclide, the “local” Bρ
correction, by fitting the TOF-YMCP relationship for the set of
events belonging to a given nuclide. The parameters of the
local rigidity corrections were then fit to determine a smooth
variation of these parameters as a function of A and Z, resulting
in the “global” Bρ correction, which was ultimately used to
momentum-correct the data. The global correction function
allows for the momentum correction of nuclides with low
statistics, for which a precisely determined local correction
was not possible, removes spurious systematic effects from
unphysical variations in the local rigidity corrections due to
limited statistics, and ensures a consistent treatment of the data
when used for all nuclides.

The local Bρ correction was performed isotope by isotope
in an iterative fashion. First, the TOF-vs-YMCP data for an
isotope were histogrammed, converted into a graph with
ROOT’s TPROFILE [47] class, and fit with a linear function
(see Fig. 6). A linear function was chosen, as it was found
to reduce the overall systematic uncertainty in the final mass
fit [40]. The linear dependence of TOF on YMCP was then
removed [see Fig. 6(b)], the data were projected onto the
TOF dimension, and the projected histogram was fit with
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FIG. 6. First iteration of the local Bρ correction for 64Cr. Left: Histogram of TOF vs YMCP for events identified as 64Cr, which was converted
to a graph by applying ROOT’s TPROFILE class to the histogram and fit with a linear function. Middle: The resultant Bρ-corrected TOF-vs-YMCP

histogram after removal of the linear trend shown in the left panel, pivoting about YMCP = 0. Right: Projection onto the TOF dimension of the
rigidity-corrected (black histogram) TOF-vs-YMCP relationship, where the blue line is a Gaussian fit. Black lines in the middle panel indicate
±4σ , where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian fit of the right panel.

a normal distribution [see Fig. 6(c)]. Due to contamination
from misidentified nuclei in the PID, the TOF-vs-YMCP spectra
contained two weak lines parallel to the main linear data trend,
offset to higher and lower TOFs, since low-Bρ (low-TOF)
events from higher-TOF nuclides could be misidentified as
high-Bρ (high-TOF) events from the nuclide of interest, and
vice versa for events from lower-TOF nuclides. The Bρ
measurement allowed these misidentified nuclei to readily be
identified in the TOF-vs-YMCP spectra, however, they skewed
the slope of the initial linear fit. Therefore, following the fit-
correction-projection-fit procedure shown in Fig. 6, a cut was
made to select only events within 4σ from the TOF centroid
of the normal distribution fit. The fit-correction-projection-fit
procedure was then repeated until convergence was reached
to obtain the slope of the local Bρ correction for that isotope.
The linear local Bρ correction was found to be insufficient for
isotopes of elements with Z < 17 and Z > 26 and nuclides
with A/Z < 2.44, so these nuclides were excluded from the
analysis. On average the slope of the TOF-YMCP relationship
was ∼40 ns mm−1.

The locally determined linear dependencies of the TOF
on YMCP were then fit to determine a global Bρ correction.
Various polynomials in A, Z, and A/Z were explored, up to
fourth order in each variable, and the optimum fit function in
terms of goodness of fit was selected,

(
dTOF

dYMCP

)
global

= a0 + a1
A

Z
+ a2

(
A

Z

)2

+ a3Z

+ a4Z
2 + a5A, (4)

where ai are fit parameters. The global Bρ-correction slopes
from this fit reproduced the local Bρ-correction slopes within
1%. The same optimum global fit function was found in
Ref. [18]. An element-by-element fit to the local Bρ-correction
slopes was also explored, though it was found to be inferior
in terms of the final mass-fit systematic uncertainty [40].
The local, global, and by-element Bρ-correction slopes are
compared in Fig. 7. Note that isotopes with Z = 17 are not
shown since they were ultimately excluded from the analysis
due to their drastically different behavior in TOF as a function
of m/q, as determined by the mass fit. (Recall that isotopes of
elements with Z < 17 and Z > 26 were previously excluded
from the analysis due to their poor local Bρ correction
determination.)

The global Bρ correction was applied to the TOF spectra, as
shown in Fig. 8 for the chromium isotopes, where it is apparent
that a shift in the average TOF of the distribution occurs due
to the choice of YMCP about which the TOF was pivoted. The
Bρ correction improved the σTOF from ∼2 to ∼0.08 ns. The
final TOF for each nuclide was determined by fitting the Bρ-
corrected TOF with a normal distribution, gating on events
within ±4σ of the TOF centroid, and repeating the fitting-
gating procedure until convergence. The statistical uncertainty
of the mean TOF for measured nuclides was δTOF � 1 ps,
corresponding to a TOF measurement precision of roughly
1 part in 106.

B. Mass evaluation

The fit to the mass over charge m/q–TOF surface, referred
to elsewhere in this article as the mass fit, consisted of choosing
a set of reference nuclides to calibrate the mrest/q(TOF)
relationship, finding the optimum fit function, and assessing
the various uncertainties contributing to the final mass results
obtained for nuclides that were not used as calibrants. Nuclides
chosen as calibrants had a literature experimental mass
uncertainty of �50 keV, as listed in the 2012 AME [29]
(except for 53Ca and 54Ca, which come from Ref. [48]), and
no isomers longer-lived than 100 ns, as listed in the National
Nuclear Data Center database [49]. The 20 nuclides used to
calibrate the mrest/q(TOF) relationship were 44–47Ar, 47–51K,
49–54Ca, 63,65,66Mn, and 64,66Fe. A map of the reference
nuclides with respect to the nuclides for which a mass was
evaluated is shown in Fig. 9.

The atomic masses from Ref. [29] were corrected to obtain
the nuclear masses by subtracting the individual electron
binding energies listed in Table II of Ref. [50]. A relativistic
correction was applied to the measured TOF for nuclides in
order to account for time dilation. Additionally, the average
TOF and Z for all nuclides of interest were subtracted from the
TOF and Z for each nuclide to create effective time and charge
variables, i.e., τ = TOF − 〈TOF〉 and z = Z − 〈Z〉, in order
to reduce the multicollinearity of the mass-fit parameters [32].

The initial uncertainty in mrest/q ascribed to the data points
was the literature mass uncertainty added in quadrature to the
statistical uncertainty, where the latter used standard propa-
gation of uncertainty to translate uncertainty in TOF into un-
certainty in m/q. This statistical uncertainty depended on the
fit function itself, δMstat. = (δTOF) × ∂

∂TOF (m
q

(TOF)), where
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FIG. 7. TOF-vs-YMCP slope as a function of the mass number A for observed isotopes of argon, potassium, calcium, scandium, titanium,
vanadium, chromium, manganese, and iron (18 � Z � 26), respectively, as determined by “local” by-nucleus fits (data points) and fits to
the locally determined slopes that employed the ±2σ cutoff, where black data points were included in the fit and blue points were not. The
by-element fit along a single isotopic chain as a cubic function of A is shown by the red lines; the upper and lower lines indicate the extremes
obtained for upper and lower limits of the fit parameters, and the orange band indicates the ±1σ confidence interval. The black line shows
the trend of the rigidity-correction slope along an isotopic chain as determined by the global fit to all locally determined slopes of nuclei with
A/Z > 2.44 and 18 � Z � 26.

m
q

(TOF) is the mrest/q(TOF) calibration function and δTOF is
the one standard deviation uncertainty of the mean TOF for a
nuclide (data point). Therefore, the final statistical uncertainty
assigned to each data point was determined in an iterative
procedure where the data were fit to obtain a mrest/q(TOF)
calibration function, statistical uncertainties were calculated
for each of the data points (corresponding to reference
nuclides), and the process was repeated until convergence.

Upon completion of the mass fit, including literature and
statistical uncertainties, the reduced χ2 of the fit was typically
much larger than 1. This indicated that the uncertainty of
the 20 reference nuclide data points was underestimated and
that some additional heretofore unaccounted for uncertainty
was present. As there were no systematic trends in the fit

residuals, we treat the additional uncertainty as a systematic
error. The approach outlined in [32] was followed, where the
missing uncertainty was treated as a statistically distributed
systematic uncertainty, i.e., one that accounted for a uniform
scatter in the mass-fit residual as a function of mrest/q. (We
note that a similar procedure has been used previously in
storage ring isochronous mass spectrometry [51].) Such an
effect could have been created by many uncontrolled factors in
the measurement, such as time-dependent magnetic field drift
of the dipole magnets along the beam line, time-dependent
variations in the response of the timing electronics due to
variations in temperature, and unidentified biases present in
the data analysis pipeline. To include this additional systematic
uncertainty, the uncertainty of reference nuclide data points
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FIG. 8. Time-of-flight (TOF) distribution of chromium isotopes
before (open histograms) and after (filled red histograms) the global
magnetic rigidity correction.

was increased uniformly, i.e., each data point had the same
systematic uncertainty δMsyst. (in keV q−1), until χ2

red. = 1.
We note that the results for the mass fit with and without
inclusion of the systematic uncertainty agreed within the final
one-standard-deviation uncertainty. The mass fit was then
repeated and the statistical uncertainty was recalculated to be
consistent with the current parameters of the fit function. This
process was then repeated iteratively until it converged. The fit
function resulting from this procedure was the mrest/q(TOF)
calibration function, which was used to obtain the masses of
noncalibration nuclides whose TOF was measured.
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FIG. 9. Map of nuclides observed in the TOF mass measurement
(with sufficient statistics to obtain a TOF value) in terms of the atomic
mass number–to–nuclear charge ratio A/Z and nuclear charge Z.
Filled black circles indicate reference nuclides, open blue circles
indicate nuclides with masses known in the literature, but not to a
sufficient precision to qualify as reference nuclides, and red stars
indicate nuclides with an unknown mass prior to this experiment.
The isotopes 63Mn and 63,65Fe were not considered, as they have
known low-lying isomers that preclude these nuclides as calibrants
of the mass fit. Our results for Z = 18 and Z = 21 are published in
Refs. [13] and [19], respectively. Our results for Z = 25 and 26 will
be the subject of a forthcoming publication.

FIG. 10. mrest/q–TOF surface of reference nuclides, where the
linear dependence of mass over charge m/q on TOF has been
removed. Filled red circles mark the nuclear charge Z and TOF
of reference nuclides, while the color of the surface at that location
indicates the linear fit residual (in MeV). Note that the flat region
present outside of the region bounded by data points is a feature of
the plotting software.

Since the relationship between mass and TOF at the preci-
sion level required to make a meaningful mass measurement
was a priori unknown, several fit functions were tried, each
of which was a combination of polynomials in TOF, nuclear
charge Z, and/or a combination of these variables. The goal of
this approach was to find the minimum number of terms that
reproduce the calibration mass surface without any systematic
trends in the fit residuals. This ensures maximum robustness
against interpolation and small-distance extrapolation. The
complex nature of the mrest/q–TOF surface (see Fig. 10)
clearly necessitated higher orders in both TOF and Z. A
step-by-step procedure was taken to justify the inclusion of
each term added to the mass-fit function. To be included in
the fit function, an extra term had to significantly reduce
the fit residuals and not introduce any systematic trends.
The final mass-fit function which was chosen represents the
minimal set of terms that minimizes the overall residual-to-
literature masses of the 20 reference nuclides and resulted
in no detectable systematic biases (i.e., trends in the mass-fit
residuals). As might be expected, some degeneracy existed as
to the benefit of including certain terms in the fit function. This
set of “best” fits was used to inform the uncertainty of masses
evaluated from the mass-fit function present from extrapolation
from and interpolation between the mass-fit calibration points
(see Sec. III C.).

The final mass-fit function employed for the mass results
was

m

q
(τ ) = a0 + a1τ + a2z + a3τ

2 + a4z
2 + a5zτ + a6z

4, (5)

where ai are fit parameters. The optimum mass-fit function (of
the set explored) and the mass results obtained with Eq. (5)
were found to be robust with respect to the removal of a subset
of reference nuclides from the mass fit [40]. Figure 10 shows
Eq. (5) fit to the mrest/q(TOF) data for calibration nuclides.
The mass-fit residuals for Eq. (5) are shown in Fig. 11.
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FIG. 11. Residuals of the fit to the m/q(TOF) relationship of
calibration nuclides ( 44–47Ar, 47–51K, 49–54Ca, 63,65,66Mn, and 64,66Fe)
as a function of the mass number–to–nuclear charge ratio A/Z. Error
bars indicate statistical uncertainties only. Dashed horizontal gray
lines indicate the average systematic mass uncertainty (9 keV/q)
included for reference nuclides for the mass fit, as described in
Sec. III B.

Equation (5) contains one extra term, zτ , and favors z4

over z3 behavior with respect to the previous TOF mass
measurement at the NSCL [18]. The z4 term is only slightly
favored over the z3 term, and a function using the z3 term
instead is included in the set of best-fit functions used to
evaluate the extrapolation uncertainty (see Sec. III C.). We
surmise that the inclusion of the zτ term is required due
to the extra energy loss induced by the wedge degrader
at the intermediate image of the A1900, which was not
present in Ref. [18]. This is because zτ ∝ A and, for fixed
Bρ, energy loss �E ∝ A [since �E ∝ Z2/E, E ∝ Av2, and
(Bρ)2 = (p/q)2 ∝ ((Av)/Z)2 = constant, where v is the ion
velocity and q = Z for the fully stripped ions measured here].

C. Measurement uncertainty

The mass uncertainty for measured nuclides which were
not reference nuclides was comprised of a statistical un-
certainty determined from the nuclide’s individual count
rate, the statistically distributed systematic uncertainty which
was determined to be present for reference nuclides (and
therefore assumed to be present for evaluated nuclides), and
two additional uncertainties that were included to account
for the uncertainty in the mass-fit function. Namely, these
were the uncertainties of the fit coefficients that were a result
of the uncertainties in the calibration mass values and TOFs,
referred to here as the “Monte Carlo” uncertainty (motivated
by the way it was calculated), and the uncertainty from the
choice of the general form of the fit function, referred to here
as the “function choice” uncertainty.

For the Monte Carlo uncertainty assessment, the mass
of each reference nuclide was perturbed by a random
amount commensurate with its uncertainty, the mass fit was
performed, the fit results were recorded in a histogram,
and this perturbation-fit-histogram procedure was repeated
10 000 times. The Monte Carlo uncertainties are the standard
deviations of the fit-result mass distributions.

The function choice uncertainty was defined as the dif-
ference between the highest and the lowest mass value for

a given nuclide resulting from the set of mass fits that were
explored which required a systematic uncertainty less than
three times that of the best mass fit to produce a reduced
χ2 equal to 1 and showed no systematic trend in mass-fit
residuals. The five fits with six, seven, or eight parameters
that were considered for the function choice uncertainty were
Eq. (5) and similar functions which contained a z3 term rather
than a z4 term, lacked the a6 term altogether, included an
additional term that depended on τ 4, and included an additional
term that instead depended on z*τ 2. The required statistically
distributed systematic uncertainty required for each of these
fit functions was 9.0, 11.2, 22.7, 8.5, and 8.2 keV/q. Note that
the eight-parameter mass-fit functions were not used in lieu
of Eq. (5), as they did not yield a significant reduction in the
required systematic uncertainty and thus did not contain the
minimal set of terms required to minimize the overall residual
to literature masses of the reference nuclides.

Figure 12 shows the statistical [Fig. 12(a)], systematic
[Fig. 12(b)], Monte Carlo [Fig. 12(c)], and function choice
[Fig. 12(d)] uncertainties of the masses evaluated in this
experiment. Their sum in quadrature is shown in Fig. 13. It
is apparent that the relative contribution of the uncertainties
resulting from the mass-fit extrapolation and interpolation, i.e.,
the Monte Carlo and function choice uncertainties, becomes
larger as the distance of m/q and Z from reference nuclides
increases. For the chromium isotopes, which are the focus
of this work, the function choice uncertainty dominates,
as the Z dependence of the mrest/q(TOF) relationship is
poorly constrained by the available reference nuclides. New
high-precision mass measurements of neutron-rich isotopes of
scandium and vanadium would improve this situation.

IV. RESULTS

The atomic mass excesses for the chromium isotopes
measured in this experiment are compared to theoretical and
literature values in Table I, where we note that the mass of
64Cr was measured for the first time. These results correspond
to a mass measurement precision of roughly 1 part in 105.

For our mass comparison in Table I we focus on previous
experimental values reported [52–54] from the Time-of-Flight
Isochronous Spectrometer facility, as these results constitute
the primary contribution to the evaluated mass reported for
these isotopes in the 2012 AME [29]. We compare them
to the theoretical results reported for the 1995 Finite Range
Droplet Model (FRDM) [55] and Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov-
21 (HFB-21) [56] since these models are commonly used
in astrophysics calculations when experimental data are not
available (e.g., Refs. [17,18,57,58]). Additionally, we compare
our mass differences to those calculated via the shell model
using different interactions and model spaces.

Figure 14 compares the trend in the two-neutron sep-
aration energy S2n, S2n(Z,A) = 2 × MEneutron + ME(Z,A −
2) − ME(Z,A), for neutron-rich isotopes of chromium de-
termined from masses reported in this work to the trends
obtained for masses from the 2012 AME [29] and binding
energies calculated by the shell model employing the GXPF1A
Hamiltonian [59] in the fp shell-model space, as well as
shell-model calculations employing a modified version of the
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FIG. 12. (a) Statistical, (b) systematic, (c) Monte Carlo, and (d) function choice uncertainties (in keV) for nuclides whose mass was
evaluated in this time-of-flight mass measurement. Colored boxes indicate nuclides whose mass was evaluated, with the color reflecting the
uncertainty (in keV): boxes with red circles indicate reference nuclides used as calibrants for the mrest/q(TOF) relationship, boxes with X’s
indicate the most exotic isotope for that element with a known mass prior to this experiment, and black boxes indicate stable nuclides.

Hamiltonian from Ref. [11], which is discussed further in
the following section. We note that we extend the S2n trend
for the chromium isotopes to N = 40 for the first time. The
energies of the yrast 2+ excited states are included in Fig. 14
for comparison, as this trend conveys similar information
regarding the evolution of the nuclear structure along the
chromium isotopic chain [13].

The discrepancies in experimentally based S2n values,
which are largest at N = 36 and N = 38, primarily stem
from the ∼650-, ∼950-, and ∼600-keV differences between
this work and the AME values for 59Cr, 60Cr, and 61Cr,
respectively. In particular, the difference between our 60Cr
mass excess and the adopted AME value causes the S2n trend
for N = 36–38 to pivot about N = 37. As shown in Table I
of Ref. [29], the 2012 AME values for these three nuclides

FIG. 13. Same as Fig. 12, but with the color indicating the total
uncertainty of the evaluated nuclide (in keV), where the total is
the sum in quadrature of the statistical, systematic, Monte Carlo,
and function choice uncertainties. Note that 56Sc has an additional
systematic uncertainty due to the presence of a β-decaying isomer
(see Ref. [19] for more details) which is not included in this figure.

are primarily based on three separate measurements from
the Time-of-Flight Isochronous Spectrometer facility [52–54],
amongst which there is an ∼500-keV discrepancy for the
reported masses of 59,60Cr and an ∼1700-keV discrepancy
for the reported 61Cr masses (see Table I).

V. DISCUSSION

A. Structural evolution of the neutron-rich chromium isotopes

The trend in binding energies determined in this work can be
used as a probe of the evolution of shell structure for neutron-
rich chromium isotopes [12]. Typically, S2n is employed
to isolate the structural changes present along neutron-rich
isotopes of an element (e.g., Refs. [7,13,31,48,63]). Along an
isotopic chain, S2n generally declines with increasing N away
from β stability due to the penalty in binding energy for a large
neutron-proton asymmetry, as described by the liquid-drop
model. This decline is markedly increased following a nucleus
that exhibits a magic neutron number, since the two-neutron
removal (addition) required to move from (to) a nucleus with
magic N is energetically disfavored (favored) due to the
shell gap associated with Nmagic [12]. A leveling of S2n for
a few isotopes, followed by a continuation of the gradually
decreasing trend, is a signature of a shape transition along an
isotopic chain [64].

The S2n trends in Fig. 14 demonstrate the different structural
changes implied by the masses presented in this work and the
evaluated masses of the 2012 AME [29]. Our new data disfavor
the change in the S2n slope at N = 36 shown by the 2012 AME
data, instead favoring a continuation of the previous slope until
N = 38. We note that the flattening of the AME S2n trend
about N = 36 is more consistent with the identification of
60Cr as the shape-transition point in Ref. [9]. The decrease
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TABLE I. Atomic mass excesses (in keV) of chromium isotopes measured in this experiment compared to results from previous direct
mass measurements from the Time-of-Flight Isochronous (TOFI) spectrometer (TOFI1 [52], TOFI2 [53], and TOFI3 [54]), the adopted value
in the 2012 Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME) [29] (“E” indicates an extrapolated value), and predictions from global mass models (FRDM [55]
and HFB-21 [56]).

Isotope This experiment AME 2012 TOFI1 TOFI2 TOFI3 FRDM HFB-21

59Cr −48540(440) −47891(244) −47710(230) −47850(250) −47320(310) −48680 −49160
60Cr −47440(460) −46504(213) −46280(230) −46830(260) −46510(280) −47910 −48200
61Cr −43080(510) −42455(129) −41500(400) −42770(280) −42120(280) −42700 −43710
62Cr −40890(490) −40895(148) −39500(600) −41200(400) −40200(350) −41180 −41960
63Cr −35940(430) −35722(459) . . . . . . . . . −36030 −37290
64Cr −33480(440) −33459E(298E) . . . . . . . . . −34950 −34730

in the magnitude of our S2n-trend slope approaching N = 40
is consistent with the collective behavior previously identified
in Refs. [5–9]. It is interesting to note that our S2n trend for
62–64Cr (N = 38–40) resembles the trend for 30–32Mg (N =
18–20) [65], where 32Mg marks the entrance of the magnesium
isotopic chain into the N = 20 island of inversion [66–68].
However, the masses of chromium isotopes with N > 40 are
required to provide a firm signature of the presence or absence
of the N = 40 subshell gap for this element.

The striking divergence between the experimental S2n

trends and the shell-model-derived trend (GXPF1A) shown
in Fig. 14 highlights the need for inclusion of the g9/2 and
d5/2 orbits in order to obtain a realistic description of the
chromium isotopes for N � 35, which has been pointed out in
previous studies [69–71]. We have thus performed large-scale
shell-model calculations within the proton fp and neutron
fpg9/2d5/2 model space, employing the Hamiltonian from
Ref. [11] with minor modifications [72,73]. Additionally, the
global monopole term was made more attractive by 30 keV to
obtain a better agreement of the S2n energies in neutron-rich
chromium and iron isotopes. These refinements preserve the

FIG. 14. Two-neutron separation energy S2n for neutron-rich
isotopes of chromium as calculated from the 2012 Atomic Mass
Evaluation (open black circles) and the masses reported here (filled
red circles), as well as by shell-model calculations employing
the GXPF1A Hamiltonian [59] (filled blue triangles) and LNPS′

Hamiltonian (modified from Ref. [11]) (open orange squares). The
contribution of the g9/2 and d5/2 orbitals is shown by adding their
contribution to the LNPS′ results to S2n calculated with the GXPF1A
Hamiltonian (green points). The energies of yrast 2+ excited states
of corresponding isotopes are shown for comparison (brown X’s)
[5,60–62].

spectroscopy of the nuclides in the island of inversion region
presented in Ref. [11].

The results of the calculations with the modified LNPS
Hamiltonian, hereafter dubbed the LNPS′, are also presented
in Fig. 14. As shown, the agreement is more satisfactory than
for the GXPF1A Hamiltonian and the LNPS′ results match
the present data within the error bars for the majority of
cases. The largest discrepancy is found for the S2n value
of 63Cr, which is overestimated. This is surprising, as the
present model accurately reproduces the known excitation
energies of chromium isotopes, with the visible drop in the
yrast 2+ excited-state energies between N = 36 and N = 38,
indicating that chromium isotopes undergo a shape change at
N = 38. However, little is known about the spectroscopy of
63Cr [74] and the ground-state spin assignments of both 63Cr
and 61Cr are tentative, making it difficult to evaluate whether
these nuclides have the correct degree of collectivity in the
present shell-model calculations. In spite of this discrepancy,
the LNPS′ shell-model trend clearly points to the development
of collectivity around N = 40 and predicts continuation of
the deformation onset towards higher neutron numbers. This
increase in collectivity agrees with the recent measurement of
the yrast 2+ excited-state energy for 66Cr [62].

We have also examined the summed occupancies of the
neutron intruder orbitals g9/2 and d5/2 within the LNPS′

model. The contribution of these is shown in Fig. 14, added to
the GXPF1A results. The occupation of the neutron intruder
orbitals becomes significant at N = 36 (∼1.8 particles) and
coincides directly with the place where the deviation between
GXPF1A calculations and experiment becomes large. Further
increase in this occupancy with increasing neutron number (see
also Table II in Ref. [11]) explains the failure of shell-model
calculations limited to the fp shell-model space to reproduce
S2n for the neutron-rich chromium isotopes.

B. A = 64 electron-capture heating in the accreted
neutron star crust

Heating and cooling due to electron-capture reactions
within the accreted neutron star crust have been shown to affect
the outer crust thermal profile and the associated astronomical
observables [17–19,26,58,76]. Recent calculations with a
state-of-the-art multizone x-ray burst model have shown
that A = 64 nuclides dominate the crust composition for
a wide set of astrophysical conditions (and varied nuclear
physics assumptions) that are thought to correspond to typical
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FIG. 15. Integrated heat release (in MeV per accreted nucleon) from electron capture (EC) for an A = 64 fluid element as a function of
the depth (left panel) in the region where the 64Fe → 64Mn → 64Cr and 64Cr → 64V → 64Ti compositional transitions occur, schematically
indicated with respect to deep crustal heating [75] and the carbon ignition layer, where x-ray superbursts are powered [24] (right panel), where
the neutron star crust nuclear reaction network and quasiparticle random phase approximation Gamow-Teller transition strength distributions
reported in Ref. [58] were used. Calculations corresponding to the black and red lines employed the 1995 FRDM [55] and HFB-21 [56]
global mass models for nuclides with unknown masses, respectively; the 2012 Atomic Mass Evaluation [29] was used otherwise. Calculations
indicated by solid lines include the mass of 64Cr presented here.

x-ray bursting systems [77], and previous work has also
demonstrated large A = 64 production for stable-burning
and superbursting systems [14,16]. In large part due to
this prevalence, Ref. [17] identified the 64Cr → 64V → 64Ti
electron-capture sequence as one of the main sources of heat
(along with neutron-capture reactions) at the lower extent
of the outer crust (i.e., at electron Fermi energy EF � 18.5
MeV). Though weaker than deep crustal heating sources [75],
the shallower depth of this heat source makes it important to
consider when calculating the layer at which carbon ignites to
power x-ray superbursts, as shown schematically in the right
panel in Fig. 15.

We performed calculations with a crust composition
evolution model [17,58] in order to assess the impact of our
newly measured 64Cr mass on heat release in the accreted
neutron star outer crust. The model evolves the composition of
an accreted fluid element via nuclear reactions with increasing
pressure p = ṁgt (and therefore increasing EF ), where the
accretion rate ṁ = 2.64 × 104 g cm−2 s−1 (≈0.3 ṀEddington for
a neutron star of 10-km radius and 1.4 solar masses), surface
gravity g = 1.85 × 1014 cm s−2, and time t , at a constant
temperature of T = 0.5 GK, mimicking the effect of a fluid
element being naturally buried in the crust via subsequently
accreted material. The crust temperature corresponds to the
equilibrium value calculated in Ref. [17] and the astrophysical
conditions are within the range inferred for the present popula-
tion of observed formerly accreting cooling neutron stars [78].
The nuclear reaction network includes electron capture, β
decay, neutron capture and emission, and fusion reactions.

The resultant integrated nuclear energy release profiles as a
function of the depth into the neutron star from our calculations
are shown in Fig. 15 using our 64Cr mass and the 64Cr masses
from the commonly used global mass models FRDM’95 [55]

and HFB-21 [56]. The >1-MeV reduction in binding we
observe for 64Cr with respect to FRDM and HFB-21, an
∼3σ deviation using our experimental uncertainty, results in
a substantially reduced odd-even mass staggering for both the
Fe-Mn-Cr and the Cr-V-Ti A = 64 sequences, which reduces
the heat release from both electron-capture sequences [17,19].
Additionally, the reduced 64Cr binding energy leads to an
earlier transition to 64Cr and therefore a shallower depth for
the heat deposition from the 64Cr → 64V → 64Ti electron-
capture sequence. We note, however, that the masses of 64V
and 64Ti must be experimentally determined to confirm our
conclusions for this second electron-capture sequence.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We performed time-of-flight nuclear mass measurements of
the A = 59–64 isotopes of chromium at the NSCL at Michigan
State University, where the mass of 64Cr was determined for
the first time. Our results demonstrate a different behavior
with respect to the 2012 AME for the S2n trend in the
chromium isotopes approaching N = 40, indicating that the
shape transition from spherical to deformed begins at N = 38
rather than N = 36. This S2n trend difference is primarily
due to the discrepancy between our measured and the 2012
AME evaluated masses for 59–61Cr. Our 64Cr mass extends
the S2n trend for the chromium isotopes to N = 40 for the
first time, revealing a trend in mass systematics which is
consistent with the previously inferred collective behavior of
chromium in this region. We find a reduction in binding energy
for 64Cr of 1.47 and 1.25 MeV with respect to the global
mass models FRDM’95 and HFB-21, respectively, which are
commonly used in astrophysics simulations. Based on our
experimental mass uncertainty, these differences correspond
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to an ∼3σ deviation. This reduction in binding energy leads
to a reduced odd-even mass stagger near chromium in the
A = 64 isobaric chain, ultimately causing a reduction of the
magnitude and depth of electron-capture heating associated
with 64Cr, a major heat source in the outer crust of accreting
neutron stars. Additionally, we performed state-of-the-art
shell-model calculations to calculate S2n for the chromium
isotopic chain, demonstrating the importance of including
the g9/2 and d5/2 neutron valence spaces for shell-model
calculations in this region. Future high-precision (e.g., Penning
trap) mass measurements of scandium and vanadium isotopes
in this region will enable a reevaluation of the presented data,

likely reducing the systematic uncertainty of our chromium
masses. In order to conclusively determine the magnitude
of electron-capture heating in the A = 64 isobaric chain, the
masses of 64V and 64Ti will need to be measured.
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